
Outdoor Living Spaces: 
Ideas for Outdoor Rooms
Nature is a popular interior decorating theme, and the term “bringing the outside in” is often used to 
describe using natural features like plants and rocks inside—but what about “bringing the inside out”?

As you explore deck and patio design ideas, keep in mind that creating a relaxing, stylish outdoor 
living space or outdoor room can greatly increase the appeal and value of your home and provide 
an oasis for friends and family to enjoy the great outdoors in supreme comfort.

One of the most popular outdoor room touches you can explore is enclosing a gazebo or pergola 
in colorful outdoor curtains. These will have the effect of framing the outdoor room and creating a 
gentle perimeter, and they can also offer precious shade on sunny days.

Another outdoor room idea is to create an arch, trellis or doorway leading to your outdoor room. This 
structure can give guests the distinct feeling of entering a new space, and you can add interest to the 
design with colorful climbing plants.

Fencing is another great way to frame an outdoor room. Latticework, bamboo, weathered barn wood 
or even shrubs can create a stylish boundary for your outdoor living space, and once you have these 
“walls” in place, you can explore decorating them with artwork that’ll stand up to the elements.

To protect your outdoor room from the elements, consider adding an awning in an eye-popping de-
sign. This way, your outdoor living space will be open for enjoyment even during inclement weather.

Don’t be afraid to add stylish accents and traditional indoor furnishings to your outdoor room. Car-
pets, throw pillows for furniture, and other design touches will create a welcoming feel. Just make 
sure they’re rated for outdoor use if they’ll be exposed to the elements.
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